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To the solution for this problem, many other software companies have developed anti-virus
software for mobile and Smartphone. Window mobile Antivirus software is referred to the
anti-virus software package that has been designed for anti-virus protection that use in Pocket
PCs, Smartphone, Palm OS and other based devices. Window mobile Antivirus Software is run
on Windows Mobile and Symbian operating system.

A mobile device can become infected via download, via sharing memory cards with other
devices, via MMS, SMS or email, and via Bluetooth. The most dangerous viruses can render a
phone useless or steal money from users through pricey messages or calls to unwanted
numbers without the user's knowledge. So, window mobile phone antivirus software provides
state of the art mobile phone
security systems and
mobile phone antivirus solutions that are developed specifically to protect
mobiles
. It is not a good idea to leave the computer without anti-virus software. Some virus can destroy
document, software, cause any trouble in computer, some time even hardware. To protect
computer from viruses, worms, Trojans, anti-virus software is needed.

There are some features of window mobile antivirus software such as it easy to use and
maintains, automatics updates, real time virus scanning and support for all window mobile
phone. If you are facing such dangerous viruses then this the time to use the antivirus because
it is the only solution for your all threads that may be appears anytime, anywhere with you. You
can go to online shopping and get the best reviews, deals and features on your desired antivirus
and off course it will protect you to the full extent. Regarding this antivirus software some of the
experts said this is a best idea to use a windowmobile phone antivirus to protect your window
mobile. There are many antivirus companies are here with their product, choose the best
product and safe yourmobile phone from viruses, worms, Trojans and other infections.

When it comes to our home computers and networks in the work place everyone ensures that
they are protected by mobile antivirus software with protective firewalls. Unfortunately, there are
still many people and businesses that do not realise that
mobile phone
antivirus software has become just as important to have as antivirus computer software.
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A mobile phone that has internet access is open to picking up all sorts of dangerous viruses
which include worm viruses which are the same kind that can attack a computer when using the
internet.
Smart phones were once only considered for use by technophiles and business people.
However, smart phones are now readily available in the mobile mainstream and more people
are turning to these handy pieces of equipment. Smart phone sales rose 16% in 2008 and in
2009 the upsurge of sales has multiplied dramatically.
Now there are plenty of new touch screen handsets that come with cameras and Bluetooth
capabilities so there are more people buying phones for their user friendly features.

Smart phones are used to store private and sensitive personal data which includes private
emails, passwords and browsing histories which means that you should take yourmobile
security very seriously.
Due to the increase of users now with smart phones there are also been an anxiety-provoking
upsurge in data theft and malicious mobile viruses which attack mobile software applications.
Whilst the malware infections which target mobile phones is still somewhat of a rarity there are
around 500 mobile phone viruses which have been indentified so far and we know that these
are increasing all the time.
Purchasing mobile antivirus software will avoid you losing all the files on your phone, help
prevent identity theft and stop you being charged for the phone’s misuse.
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